
 

 

Masergy Wins 2019 BIG Innovation Award for Secure Hybrid Networking with SD-WAN 

Solution recognized for secure connectivity and real-time analytics 

  

DALLAS — Feb.7, 2019 — Masergy, a leading provider of secure hybrid networking, cloud 

communications and managed security solutions, announced it has been named a winner in the 

2019 BIG Innovation Awards presented by the Business Intelligence Group. The company was 

recognized for Secure Hybrid Networking with SD-WAN, a fully customizable solution that 

seamlessly integrates security and network capabilities.  

 

“Masergy empowers businesses to achieve their digital ambitions,” said James Parker, CEO at 

Masergy. “Our Secure Hybrid Networking with SD-WAN lays the foundation for digital 

transformation with an agile, flexible network to meet high-growth demands, underpinned with 

real-time analytics and intelligent security that streamlines threat detection and mitigation.” 

 

Masergy Secure Hybrid Networking combines key functions of the company's managed 

cybersecurity offering with their global software-defined networking platform to provide 

enterprises with secure, agile WAN connectivity. 

 
“This year’s winners show just how deep a role innovation plays in nearly every aspect of 
business,” said Maria Jimenez, chief operating officer of the Business Intelligence Group. “We 
are thrilled to be honoring Masergy as they are leading by example and making real progress on 
improving the daily lives of so many.” 
 
Organizations from across the globe submitted their recent innovations for consideration in the 
BIG Innovation Awards. Nominations were then judged by a select group of business leaders 
and executives who volunteer their time and expertise to score submissions. 
 

About Business Intelligence Group 

The Business Intelligence Group was founded with the mission of recognizing true talent and 

superior performance in the business world. Unlike other industry award programs, these 

programs are judged by business executives having experience and knowledge. The 

organization’s proprietary and unique scoring system selectively measures performance across 

multiple business domains and then rewards those companies whose achievements stand 

above those of their peers. 

 

About Masergy 

Masergy enables global enterprises to innovate, disrupt and dominate their industries with 

transformative solutions in secure hybrid networking, cloud communications and managed 

security. Built on the world’s most innovative Software Defined Platform, our agile technologies, 

customizable solutions and unmatched customer experience are why leading organizations rely 

on Masergy to stay ahead of the competition. Don’t fear what’s next. Be what’s next with 

Masergy. Learn more and follow us on our blog Transforming Enterprise IT, Twitter@Masergy, 

LinkedIn and Facebook. 
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Company Contact: 
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sunita.mani@masergy.com 
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